APPENDIX-II

PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN UNION TERRITORY OF DELHI

2. Government Public Library, Alipur.
4. Hardayal (Hardinge) Public Library.
5. Marwadi Library.
6. Fatehpuri Muslim Public Library.
7. Chudiwalan Navyug Prem Sabha Library.
9. Ajay Kumar Public Library.
10. Swami Ramtirath Public Library.
12. Parshwanath Jain Public Library.
13. Jain Public Library.
15. Mahavir Jain Public Library.
16. Verdhman Public Library.
17. Dayanand Vedic Library.
18. Kalicharan S.D. Library.
20. Nanhamal Jain Public Library.
22. Sriram Natya Sanskrit Mandal Library.
23. Raghumal Vedic Library.
25. NDMC Children's Library.
26. Bhai Vir Singh Public Library.
27. Guru Nanak Foundation Library.
30. Dayal Singh Public Library.

These public libraries receive grant from the Government.